
RALEIGH FEIS 2016 VOLUNTEER DESCRIPTIONS 
 
 Trophies/Medals: Assist the award chairs in organizing the medals and 

trophies at the convention center on Friday night. No experience needed.   
 

 Grade Awards distribution: Handing out awards to dancers who place in 
their competitions. The online system will tell you what place each dancer 
finished when you key in their competitor number. No experience needed.  If 
you have a tablet or laptop please bring it. 

 
 Stage Loading into rental truck:   Floors are at Public Storage, 4222 Atlantic 

Ave, Raleigh.  We need people to take the flooring etc. out of the storage unit 
and load them into the rental truck. The flooring sheets are 4’ x 8’ – two 
people can carry one sheet. Good job for adults, male and female alike. Work 
gloves are recommended to avoid possible splinters.   

 
 Stage Unload and Set Up:  Once the truck arrives at the convention center the 

flooring etc. are unloaded from the truck into the convention center 
ballrooms. Then you help to lay out the flooring for the 6 stages. Good job for 
people familiar with the flooring and the use of power tools, but as long as 
you can follow directions, you can learn!  
 
We anticipate the truck arriving at the DCC around 2:30pm. Unloading will 
begin as soon as the truck arrives.  We need to have the first double stage 
completed by 6pm and all six finished by 9:00pm.  Arrive as early as you can - 
we will take whatever time you can offer! 

 
 Registration desk: Give out registration materials/numbers to dancers. 

Friday night and Saturday. No experience needed.  If you are experienced and 
would like to help folks for whom this is their first feis, we could use your 
help as well, at the First Feis sign-in. 
 

 Charity Reel Registration:  On site registration for Charity Reel and 50/50.  
No experience needed.   

 
 Dress Room Monitor: We have a room where people can drop off their used 

solo dresses for resale. The job involves checking in dresses, collecting the 
fee charged for each dress and monitoring the room throughout your shift, 
ensuring that no one enters with food or drinks and no one leaves the room 
with a dress that they haven’t paid for. Must be confident in monitoring 
dancers and parents trying on dresses to avoid damage. No experience 
needed. 

 



 Runners: Collect scoring envelopes from the judges and “run” them to the 
tabulations room. No prior experience needed. You will be on your feet for 
the duration of your shift – wear comfy shoes. 

 
 Scores posting: Collect results from the tabulations room and hang with tape 

on posting easels. No prior experience needed, comfy shoes suggested. 
 

 Hospitality:  In this position, you will be fully available to the judges to fulfill 
their coffee/tea/snack orders and answer their questions. Judges may need 
to be escorted to and from their lunch and bathroom breaks. No experience 
needed but must be polite, positive and responsive. This position requires 
full attention to the judges, therefore, if your dancer needs help getting 
herself ready to compete, please considering partnering with a friend who 
can help her while you are occupied. 

 
 Champs Awards: Assist awards chairs in giving out crystal and sashes for 

prelim and open competitions. Awards will be given out in batches 
throughout the day, starting not before 10am. No experience needed.  

 
 Stage managers: Check-in dancers side-stage for each competition. Line up 

dancers when it is their turn to dance. Direct dancers when the exit the stage. 
Introduce adjudicators prior to beginning of competitions. Announce 
competitions to the ballroom. Ensure that musician is aware of what music is 
needed. Good job for parent with knowledge of how a feis runs. No prior 
experience running a stage needed. Stage managers will be trained by 
Meighan in January.  Must be firm, courteous and patient with dancers and 
parents. 

 
 Stage manager assistant: Help stage manager check in dancers. Turn the 

“Now - Next” board to keep the audience and dancers aware of what 
competition is currently running and what is checking in. No prior 
experience needed, but patience and kindness are required.  

 
 Floater: no specific jobs assigned. Help the feis chairs with whatever is 

needed. Good job for person familiar with how a feis runs. Must be flexible in 
accepting assignments.  

 
 Stage take-down Sat PM: Disassembly of the feis stages. Reverse job of stage 

setup. Also includes moving floors into the rental truck. Will begin as each 
stage finishes competitions, not likely to begin before 4:00pm. 

 
 Unload floors Sunday AM: Take flooring, podium, easels and leftover awards 

out of rental truck and store in rental unit on Atlantic Ave.  Meet at Public 
Storage at 10:00am. 


